
   

 

  

 Track a person of interest using CyberExtruder’s facial recognition system and Milestone’s XProtect.  

 Improve security and prevent crimes by knowing in real-time who is entering your facility, where they 

were last seen and have a map showing the point of detection. 

 Applications in areas such as: schools, corporations, airports, train stations, shopping malls, etc.  

 Focus can be: recently terminated employees returning to work, restraining order alerts, a person of 

interest, etc. 

 For hotels, casinos and restaurants incorporate the ability to identify your most valuable clients 

immediately and respond to their needs intuitively. 

 When detection is made, Security personnel can be provided with company approved standard 

operating procedures to follow and actions to take.  

 User defined text Pop-Up alerts are included with the advanced tracker integration requiring security 

personnel to acknowledge the current event. 

 Pop-Up text alert screen allows security personnel to enter comments relative to the event on screen 

and those comments now become a searchable item in the Hypermedia Search Engine. 

 Send Email and SMS alerts via generic events to designated personnel when predefined events take 

place.  

 The Alert Manager permits audit investigations to be conducted based on user defined rules 

associated with suspicious activity. 

 Report Manager enables a search on any piece of received metadata, combined with a range of time 

and location using easy to use drop down menus all time synchronized with its recorded video.  

 Add additional camera views during your forensic investigation to bring in alternate views of an event 

where the additional cameras will become time synchronized with the event of interest.  
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Biometric Security 
With Advanced Tracker Integration  

 Track a person of 

Interest. 

 Show map of area 

 Live video of 

neighboring area 

http://www.c2p.com/


Alerts are presented in spreadsheet format and hyperlinked to the recorded video. 
 

 

 

 

   

Add additional camera views to your 

investigation which become time 

synchronized with the event  
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Made in the USA 

Audit Manager displays 

Rules that you defined  

Set Event Status classifications as 

Critical 1 

Critical 2 

 

Export video clip with media 

player for follow-up 

investigations by your team. 

Export spreadsheet in 

CSV format 

Comments can be added to 

spreadsheet and become 

searchable  

Report Manger provides results of audit investigations based on user 

defined Rules, user defined Pop-up comments and allows annotation of 

audit status of the event. 

Alert Manager adds Pop-Up events 

to push alerts to the client in real 

time and puts operator’s comments 

into the Audit table. 

Export video of events using Video DB Export tool.  

Playback video of the event, add alternate camera 

views if needed and set status of event all from the 

audit entry table. 

Report Manager counts detected 

events 
Snap Shot allows you to print views 

with text for incident reports 

http://www.c2p.com/
http://www.cyberextruder.com/

